[Analysis of local lymphogenic spreading of malignant adrenal tumors].
The effectivity of the treatment of malignant adrenal tumors (MAT) depends on primary complete tumor resection with its regional metastases (RM). The possible regional metastases of malignant adrenal tumors in 257 patients have been studied. One third of the patients were diagnosed with regional metastases. Practically, almost all the patients had malignant adrenal tumors metastasizing lymphogenically. It was noted that independently of the tumors' localisation, morphological structure, the regional metastases more often were found in lymph nodes of the renal hilus, paranephral and paraaortical cellular tissue. Consequently, lymph nodes of the renal hilus, paranephral and paraaortical cellular tissue as well as of back muscle should be revised during radical operations in patients with malignant adrenal tumors.